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The La Silla Paranal Observatory is currently operating 19 optical, NIR, and MIR instruments (9 VLT, 2 VLTI, 8 La Silla). Successful scientific operation of such an instrument suite is a complex task. To monitor and calibrate both the performance of each of these instruments and the quality of the data they deliver, ESO executes dedicated calibration plans. The calibration plans describe -for each instrument -systematic measurements that are routinely performed in order to aid in the calibration of data from science programmes, at least to specified levels of accuracy. This scheme of orchestrating our instruments using a detailed plan based on a combination of scientific and operational requirements is invoked in the poster of the workshop (cf. Figure 2 ). In the case of a concert or other musical performance on stage, the contact between the audience and the artist is very direct and the feedback is given in an immediate, audible and usually unmistakable manner. This is not always true in the case of an observatory and its user community, even more so when many programmes are performed in service mode and observers do not meet observatory staff in person.
The first ESO/ST-ECF workshop "Calibrating and understanding HST and ESO instruments" was held in 1995 to review the calibration strategies of HST and ESO La Silla instruments and to prepare for the start of operation of the VLT.
We felt that after more than seven years of science operation with the innovative, complex, and still growing instrumentation suite at the VLT, it was timely to review the achievements and limitations of the established instrument calibration plans together with the ESO user community.
Hence the goals of the workshop can be summarised as: -to foster the sharing of information, experience and techniques between observers, instrument developers, and instrument operation teams, -to review the actual precisions and limitations of the applied instrument calibration plans, -to collect the current and future requirements from the ESO users.
We tried to cover a large variety of aspects through a series of overview talks given by observatory staff, invited talks, contributed talks and posters. As mentioned, we very much consider this a process and further input is highly welcome. One easy way to send your suggestions will be to fill in the feedback form at: http://www.eso.org/cal07/ feedback.html
Our next steps are to consolidate the input and topics in a concise document that will contain recommendations for improving calibration procedures at ESO. We will attempt to assess the effort required for each recommendation and will assign priorities based on scientific merit, but also practical considerations. We will then make a detailed plan and schedule to implement the improved calibration procedures in a timely manner.
While the above is clearly work in progress, Dietrich Baade already offered his personal summary of the workshop in an excellent and stimulating summary talk from which we extracted some quotes for future reference (see text box).
As Gianni Marconi put it during the workshop: "Calibration is a life-long learning process". One obvious lesson from the workshop is to ensure good communication between the observatory and the end user. In this spirit we hope to make progress on the above points together and we plan to soon report back to the community. The school was organised to provide young Chilean and Latin American researchers and students with the fundamentals of interferometry in the radio and in the optical, and to introduce current and future instrumentation, techniques and results. The experts also discussed the impact of interferometry
